THE ULTIMATE TACTICAL COMBAT CHALLENGE 2019

The Ultimate Tactical Combat Challenge (UTCC) will take place on 19 & 20 September 2019.

Local and international tactical operators will tackle the demanding 2 day challenge.

Since 2017 the UTCC has been compiled by members of TSU Training Solutions, who have experience embedded in specialised operational tactical units. The challenge is to test the fitness skills of competitors (physical endurance), firearm skills, handling a stress situation and driving ability.

These competitors will be tested to the extreme and under difficult conditions. The competition contains tasks that are built on each other - that require stamina and tactical preparation.

The UTCC will demonstrate the skills, fitness and endurance of the best Tactical Operators in Africa. In the future, this will prove to be the ultimate international tactical challenge. All competitors will be evaluated by members with professional experience in specialised operational tactical units.

We invite you to join us on this spectacular and challenging event. Register today, test your TEAM’S endurance, skills and physical ability. Prove you are the BEST!!
AMONG THE TASKS ARE

- Fitness tasks that require physical endurance (fitness and obstacle courses)
- Shooting with different calibre weapons
- Accuracy shooting test
- Handling a stress situation, supply and save the wounded
- Vehicle driving ability

SCHEDULE OF THE ULTIMATE TACTICAL COMBAT CHALLENGE

- September 18: Teams arrive in Pretoria, Accommodation
- September 19: 17:00 Meeting of Representatives
- September 20: Competitions
- September 20: Competitions / Awards Ceremony

EQUIPMENT & AMMUNITION (To be supplied by each team)

- Each team member must have a bullet proof vest with battle jacket (All equipment in battle jacket of choice)
- 5 x handheld radios
- The weapons for the Tactical Combat Challenge will be standard weapons (Handgun to be provided by participating Company) Shotgun and Semi-automatic can be provided by participating company or by the event organisers, indicated on the Registration Form
- Written information on the weapons (type and serial number) must be provided in advance for approval by event organisers
- The participating teams must bring the following ammunition:
  - 200 rounds 9mm
  - 200 rounds .223
  - 50 rounds 12 gauge

(Ammunition can be supplied at an additional cost)

- All competitors must have a clear state of health
- Ear protection for each participant
- Eye protection for each participant
- The use of an Optical sight is PROHIBITED
- All weapon and ammunition documentation will be each team’s own responsibility
RULES OF THE ULTIMATE TACTICAL COMBAT CHALLENGE

• Each team consists of 7 persons
• All teams are allowed to have 4 x Competitors + 1 x Representative and 2 x Reserves
• All 6 x members must participate in the physical fitness and obstacle course challenges
• Competitors that start an exercise, must complete that exercise, NO REPLACEMENTS ALLOWED DURING AN EXERCISE
• Team members can only rotate with relievers in the beginning of a task
• Each team will be evaluated according to Score and Time
• All weapons must be company weapons (Excludes Police, Military and Private Teams)
• All members must have VALID weapon competencies (Hand gun, Shot gun & Semi-automatic)
• All members PSIRA registered (Excludes Police, Military and Private Teams)

SPONSORS
All sponsors to be disclosed by 12 July 2019
PARTICIPATION FEES WILL COVER THE FOLLOWING
- Competition areas and facilities reservation and preparation
- Prizes, awards, advertising and printing
- All targets
- Tactical Challenge gift bags

WHAT IS NOT INCLUDED
- Kiosk will be available during the day at the competition area
- Transportation and travel related expenses to and from Pretoria for teams
- Accommodation for your team. Accommodation options will be provided

FINANCIAL AND OTHER CONDITIONS
Participation fees should be transferred to the following bank account:
Bank: ABSA Bank
Bank Account Name: TSU Training Solutions (Pty) Ltd.
Bank Account No.: 408 515 2929
Branch Code: 334410

The entry fee per team is R26,500.00 (6 x participants and 1 x representative)

Applications for Ultimate Tactical Combat Challenge
Please email your preliminary confirmation / payment for participation in the Challenge before 30 May 2019 and registration forms / names list by 16 August 2019 to doreenc@tsuint.com